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In the Garden

Welcome! To our Spring Newsletter 2014. 

After an incredibly wet winter, the start of the year bought strong winds and sadly the loss of two iconic trees 
in the Gardens, the stunning Monterey Pine and the tallest tree, the eucalyptus. Work has been underway to 
make the storm damage safe and we hope to make the most of some of the timber, ensuring it remains in the 
gardens as a permanent reminder. Thoughts are currently turning towards the creation of a standing sculpture 
which will be a fabulous addition to the Gardens, so do watch this space. Turn to page 2 for Neil’s views.

If you would like to get to know the wildlife likely to be inhabiting a garden environment, why not join us on 
one of our events this summer? The Gardens will also be hosting East Dorset’s first specialist nursery plant fair, 
featuring Q&A sessions and short talks from horticultural experts. Details can be found on page 2. 

This year we’ll be delving further into the Gardens by expanding our current wildlife surveys. In addition to 
surveying the many butterflies, dragonflies and damselflies, we’re excited to be discovering the different bats 
and other mammals, bees and birds. To make all this possible, we are extremely grateful to Sarah-Jane Buckle 
from the RSPB, Dorset Wildlife Trust’s Nicky Hoar, Jan Freeborn who will be surveying our bats and Jane Adams 
who will be surveying our bees, and of course Keith Powrie for his continued support for our butterflies and 
dragonflies. Excitingly, our first bird survey towards the end of March found a pair of Mistle thrushes nesting in 
one of the oak trees.

Finally, our Garden Tours are once again available to visitors on Friday mornings. We’re extremely grateful to 
our volunteers for enhancing the visitor experience with their enthusiasm and knowledge.

Enjoy the summer and we hope to see you all soon!

Tracy

     Foundation Administrator
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Upcoming Events
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I think the Valentines Day storms of 2014 will long be remembered for the                                                          
night when the garden experienced the most serious amount of damage in                                                         
their history; and certainly the greatest amount that I have seen in my 20                                                              
years of being at Knoll. 

As we closed the nursery and gardens on Valentines Day evening we were                                                           
happy enough that we had coped with all the damage the initial winter’s wet                                                        
and high winds had dealt us. We had lost glass and some plastic, our long main car park fence had all but 
blown down (it spent Christmas being propped up by nursery trailers!), and we had lost three large eucalyptus 
as they had wind-rocked; the process by which a perfectly healthy tree blows over simply because its roots lose 
their grip in the very wet soil. This is always the danger with lots of rain and then high winds; though our free 
draining soil usually stands us in good stead in this respect. 

The following morning as I walked around the garden in preparation for opening I realised that our ‘luck’ has 
rather run out. First I saw the magnificent Pinus radiata, or more correctly the top half of it, lying on and 
indeed covering a good part of the Lower Lawn. 

Closer inspection revealed that it had snapped about half way up and that the top half, on its way down, had 
snapped all the branches on one side of the bottom half leaving a very lopsided shape. Being a pine, they do 
not, on the whole, re-grow so the only practical option was to remove it as it had been so badly damaged.

A note from Neil 

East Dorset Plant Fair

Saturday 24 May, 10am until 4pm, £4 adults, £2 children
Meet up with some nationally renowned local growers, see the best of their spring 
range and get some top growing tips at East Dorset’s first specialist nursery plant 
fair. Q&A sessions and short talks by passionate horticulturalists will run alongside 
free volunteer-led guided walks. A free children’s trail is also available.

Bioblitz 

Thursday 7 August, 10am until 4pm, normal admission costs
Help Dorset Wildlife Trust discover the wildlife of Knoll Gardens at this special 
Foundation event. From moths to mammals and bugs to birds this garden bioblitz 
is suitable for all ages, beginners and experts alike. Contact Nicky Hoar on 01202 
692033 or email nhoar@dorsetwildlifetrust.org.uk for details.

Bat Walk

Thursday 7 August, 8pm, £5 adults, £2 children
Following on from the day’s bioblitz this is an unique opportunity to find out more 
about the world of bats in a garden environment. For booking and more 
information call Dorset Wildlife Trust on 01202 692033.

Beautiful Bees and Glorious Gardens

Saturday 16 August, 10am until 4pm, normal admission costs
Join us in the garden at Knoll for a day of wildlife-related activities centred firmly 
around the importance and fascination of our wonderful bees. With expert 
support from a host of wildlife enthusiasts, garden tours and refreshments, this 
will be a day of discovery raising awareness of the Knoll Gardens Foundation and 
the importance of our sustainable wildlife friendly gardening techniques.



                                                                    The eucalyptus in the water garden                                                                                                                                                                                
               presents a more complex problem. Not                                                           
               only is its sheer size a factor, as is its                                                   

position in the most inaccessible part of the garden, but that it has fallen into                                                      
and caused massive damage to the ponds in the water garden is perhaps the                                                    
most worrying (and expensive!) aspect. As with the pine we don’t really want                                                        
to lose this most fabulous tree entirely and would like to make something                                                          
from it as a reminder of its once grand status. There has even been some                                                        
serious discussion about it being a ‘phoenix tree’; one that continues to live                                                        
and to grow after a catastrophic event such as this. Certainly the way its fallen branches have framed the view 
of the bottom pond creates a sense of mystery and intrigue that is, I have to admit, rather lovely. This is our 
plan at the moment; to cover the roots and to see if it survives the summer. Eucalyptus roots in particular are 
known to be able to re-grow so we shall see what happens. Depending on how well the tree reacts this 
summer we shall decide on how far back to cut the top branches in the autumn. 

As to the water gardens themselves they will not be easy to repair so, as always in the face of unintended 
happenings, we need to move on and develop the area into something new; and that can accommodate a 
huge prone eucalyptus! There is I think a massive landscape task ahead of us and while my tidy mind has 
some difficulty with leaving the area until the winter this is what we must do to make sure we end up with 
something new, that will fit within the gardens ethos and be something that will delight for the future. 

Gardens really are not static, though with such massive trees it is tempting to think so. This time change has 
been a bit abrupt admittedly but, for example, when looking at the lower part of the garden certainly the pine 
has left a hole; but there is more light as a result for many other beautiful plants to take advantage of… and I 
can almost hear them growing! 

The biggest shock however was reserved for when I walked further up 
to the Water Garden when it literally was difficult to believe my eyes for 
the largest most iconic tree in the whole garden had fallen and landed 
in and over the bottom half of the water garden. It is difficult to 
adequately describe the majesty of this tree as even when lying prone 
the sheer size and width of its trunk is quite fabulous. It is so massive 
that when our tree surgeon first saw it he was initially unable to 
calculate the cost for its removal! As with the other smaller eucalyptus 
it had simply blown over in the high winds as the root plate lost its grip 
in the soil. It is sobering to think that just one strong gust of wind was 
able to bring this giant down. 

Our Decennium border was actually designed around the wonderful 
Pinus radiata ten years ago to celebrate our tenth anniversary of being 
at Knoll. As you may know elsewhere in the garden we are now in the 
process of creating the new meadow to celebrate a further ten year 
period so it is with a slightly odd sense of timing that we find ourselves 
needing to revisit that same border exactly ten years (almost to the 
week), after we originally planted the Decennium. We did not want to 
lose the tree entirely so it has now been cut back to a 5 metre trunk 
with a view to creating a tree sculpture. Wonderful idea but the trick is 
to find a subject to carve that is appropriate to the gardens (no 
gnomes!). 

One local sculptor has suggested pollen grains which is quite a neat idea 
as they are very beautiful close up and are of course plentiful in the 
garden though infrequently seen. Pine pollen grains seem to be the 
current favourite choice!
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The stunning Eucalyptus...

...appearing almost swamp like 

over the Water Garden

The pine ready for sculpting

The top snapped out of the pine



Foundation Details
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Garden snippets

Opening Times for 2014

Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 5pm (4pm November to March)
Last entry to gardens is 30 minutes before closing

Closed Sundays and Mondays, except for Bank 
Holidays
Closed from 20th December 2014, re-opening 
3rd February 2015

Board of Trustees

Robert Sweet (Chairman); Neil Lucas; 
Amanda Walker; Ross Humphrey; 
Colin Clark; Andrea Flude; Peter Gear

Contact Us

E-mail: foundation@knollgardens.co.uk
Website: www.knollgardensfoundation.org
Telephone: 01202 873931

The Knoll Gardens Foundation
Hampreston, Wimborne
Dorset, BH21 7ND

Broadsheet Newspapers 

Urgently Wanted!
We use broadsheet newspapers as our 

packing material and stocks are 
 desperately running low. We are always on 

the look out for more, it’s great recycling 
and a very worthwhile cause!

We released our 

new Miscanthus 

Cindy this spring.

Pennisetum Dark 

Desire is set to be 

launched at the 

plant fair.

Tree bees are again 

nesting in the 

Garden, they are 

our only species to 

nest above ground.

The nursery has 

possibly had the 

busiest spring 

ever.

A Mistle thrush 

nest was spotted 

in one of the oak 

trees.

A Red Kite was 

seen swooping 

over the Lower 

Lawn.

The Newspaper Shed
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